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IMPORTANT  INFORMATION REGARDING MEDISOFT VERSION 17 
 

-          Medisoft is no longer shipping installation media with Medisoft Version 17.  You 
will receive a card with your serial number ONLY.  No installation media is enclosed 
with this shipment. 
 

-        Installation files are being made available via download.  This will allow Medisoft to 
deliver the most current version of the software at time of install.  The attached document 
contains links to the download files as well as download instructions.  You can download 
now if you would like to get a jump on the process by clicking on the appropriate link: 

 

  Medisoft Office Hours Professional v17: Link To Office Hours Pro Install File 
Medisoft Reports Professional v17: Link To Reports Professional Install File 
Medisoft Patient Accounting v17: Link To Medisoft Patient Accounting Install File  

 Advantage Database Install: Advantage Install     (Note – download ONLY if you have 
Network Professional) 

 
-        With Version 17, Office Hours Professional is now included with the purchase price of 

Medisoft Advance Patient or Network Professional.  There will be a separate download 
and installation of Office Hours Pro, but you will no longer need to register Office Hours 
separately nor will you need serial numbers associated to Office Hours Pro. 
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Download Instructions 
 
1. Create a folder on your computer (or network if you are installing Network Professional) 

 

 

2.  Click on the appropriate link above. 

3. Click on “Save”  
 
4. Browse to the folder you created on your computer (step 1) then click on “Save”. 
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5.  File will download to designated file location. 

6.  Repeat for Office Hours Professional 

NOTE – Install files are very large files.  You will need high speed internet to download them.  
Allow up to 1 hour for download time depending on the speed of your internet connection. 

 

Installing Medisoft Version 17 

 

The following are detailed instructions on upgrading your Medisoft to Medisoft Version 17 and 
Office Hours Professional.  Version 17 incorporates a radical change in how Tax IDs, NPI 
numbers, and Legacy PIN numbers are stored in Medisoft (flexible grids) and applied to 
electronic and paper claims.  As a consequence of this change, the CMS1500 paper claim reports 
will need to be modified.  The existing CMS1500 reports that converted with the upgrade will 
error out as there are 17 data fields that are no longer in the program.   

Following conversion, you must reconfigure providers, facilities, referring provider, and practice 
information.  In addition, you will need to either update your CMS1500 paper reports or format 
the new CMS1500 reports to align with your printer(s).  Page 28 of this guide will walk you 
through the process.   

Since there are numerous changes in the NPI and PIN number set up, we strongly encourage 
you to keep a close eye for several weeks on possible errors in both electronic and paper 
claims.  Review paper and electronic claims closely to ensure the proper NPI information is on 
the claim.    

Before starting the upgrade process, we recommend you review this guide closely.  If you 
are uncomfortable with any aspect of this upgrade, we suggest you contact Medical Data 
Solutions to do your upgrade for you.  At minimum, you may want Medical Data Solutions 
to reconfigure the PIN information as well as the CMS1500 forms.  If you request this 
assistance, please set an appointment in advance for support as we experience delays in 
support during upgrade season. 
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For single version users, this process should take less than an hour if upgrading from V14or V15.  
If upgrading from older versions, the time will be longer.  For network users this upgrade process 
is dependent on the number of computers in your network and the size of your current Medisoft 
database.   

Before You Start 

Before starting the upgrade process, we recommend you record your Tax ID information, 
Facility NPI numbers, Provider NPI numbers, and Group NPI information.  You will need this 
information to adjust the rules for handling NPI and Tax ID numbers for the practice, providers 
and facilities. 

Upgrade Summary 

1. Download Medisoft Patient Accounting install file. 
2. Download Office Hours Professional install file. 
3. Download Advantage install file (only if you have Network Professional) 
4. File Maintenance as outlined. 
5. If you had Focus Reports prior to upgrading to Version 15, 16, or 17, delete from the 

Recycle Bin in Focus Reports ALL reports found in the Recycle Bin. 
6. IF upgrading from Medisoft versions older than Version 12, run Practice Analysis and 

print the last page for comparison to Practice Analysis AFTER the upgrade. 
7. If you have a network version, you will need to upgrade the Advantage Database engine 

to Version 10. (Page 9) 
8. Un-install your current version of Medisoft and Office Hours Professional (if installed) 
9. If you have Focus Reports currently installed, un-install Focus Reports 
10. Install your Medisoft upgrade using the downloaded files. 
11. Install Office Hours Professional 
12. Install Medisoft Reports Professional IF you had Focus Reports prior to Medisoft V17. 
13. Upgrade Medisoft data 
14. If you had Focus Reports, the existing Focus Reports database will need to be upgraded 

following the update of the Medisoft database. 
15. IF upgrading from Medisoft versions older than Version 12, Run Practice Analysis after 

conversion and compare to pre-conversion report. 
16. Go to page 32 for information on configuring Practice Tax IDs, NPI and Facility 

configuration. 
17. Go to page 40 for information on configuring paper CMS1500 claim reports. 
18. Go to page 48 for assistance if your electronic claims error out. 
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19. Review “What’s New” in Medisoft Help files (page 48). 
 

 
 
DO NOT stop the upgrade process unless you receive an error message during the upgrade 
process.  If this occurs, contact Medical Data Solutions. 
 
NOTE – If you have multiple databases or practices in Medisoft, we strongly recommend 
that no users access Medisoft until ALL databases or practices have been updated to V17 
format. 
 
NOTE – Medisoft Reports Professional is available ONLY in Medisoft Advance and 
Medisoft Network Professional versions.  The package is not available in Medisoft Patient 
Accounting. 
 

DISCLAIMER – MDS has taken great care in making sure the upgrade process is 
completely and accurately documented.  However, it is impossible to anticipate and 
document all the problems that might occur during the installation and upgrade process.  
Any requests from MDS for assistance with technical problems or issues that may arise 
from this upgrade will be billable technical support time. 

 
1a. The following steps are to be performed 
PRIOR to starting the upgrade process.  
These steps should be performed in your 
CURRENT version of Medisoft.  

 

BEFORE proceeding to installation, you 
should perform 2 standard maintenance 
procedures on your Medisoft database. 
 
- In Medisoft, select the “File” menu, then 
select “File Maintenance”. 
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1b. In the “File Maintenance” screen, select 
“Pack Data” tab.   
 
At the bottom of the “Pack Data” screen is an 
option to select “All Files”. Check that 
option and then click on “Start” in the upper 
right hand corner of the window. 
 
Let the process run without interruption. 
 

 

1c. When the “Pack Data” operation 
completes, the program will exit “File 
Maintenance”.  Repeat step 1a, but select 
“Rebuild Indexes”. Select “All Files” and 
then click on “Start” in the upper right hand 
corner of the window. 

 

Let this maintenance process run without 
interruption.  Under NO circumstances 
“Control/Alt/Delete” this maintenance 
operation.  Depending on the size of your 
data, it can run a LONG time. 
 
If you are a billing service, or have multiple 
data sets, repeat File Maintenance for all data 
sets. 
 

 
NOTE – If you receive an error message 
during the maintenance operation, you 
will need to contact Medical Data 
Solutions for assistance.  An error 
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indicates that you have issues with the 
database. 

1d. IF upgrading from Medisoft versions 
older than Version 12, Perform this step 
IN CURRENT VERSION (applies to 
Versions 11, 10, 9 and older. 
 
Go to the Report Menu in Medisoft, select 
Analysis Reports, and run the Practice 
Analysis with NO DATE FILTERS and NO 
OTHER FILTERS.   

 

Print the LAST page for comparison to the 
Practice Analysis you will run following the 
upgrade. 

 

If you had purchased Focus Reports prior 
to upgrading to Medisoft Version 15, you 
will need to delete ALL reports that may 
be in the Recycle Bin in the Focus Reports 
program. 
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1. Launch Focus Reports and locate the 
“Recycle Bin” folder. 
 
  

2.  Right Click on the “Recycle Bin” folder 
and select “Empty Recycle Bin”.  This will 
clear all reports in the bin. 
 
Be sure to delete these reports in your current 
version of Focus Reports PRIOR to 
upgrading to Medisoft Version 17. 
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Medisoft Network Professional USERS 
 

For network users, the Advantage Database 
engine must be updated if you are upgrading 
from versions 14 or OLDER. 
 
 
 
 
For single user installations (serial 
numbers beginning in 1111 or 1010, skip 
to page 10.   

To upgrade your Advantage database, you will need to 
perform the following actions: 

1. Stop the existing Advantage service 
2. Uninstall the Advantage service 
3. Re-install the Advantage service using your 

new Serial Number and Validation Code. 
 

NOTE – If you do not un-install your old version of 
Advantage and install the new version, your new 
licenses will not work. 

 
Prior to upgrading the Advantage service, the 
previous service must be stopped, and then 
uninstalled.  Failure to stop the service prior to 
uninstalling will result in serious failures upon 
install of the new version.  To stop the service, do 
the following: 
 

  

 

A1.  Left click on the green  
menu in the lower left corner of the screen 
and in the blue panel, choose Control Panel. 
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A2.  Select “Administrative Tools”. 
 
(Samples being shown are screens in 
Windows XP.  Windows Server Edition may 
have slightly different screens) 

 

A3.  Select “Services”. 
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A3. Locate Advantage Database Server and 
RIGHT click on the service.   

 

The screen below opens.  Left click on Stop.  
This will stop the Advantage Service. 

 

If the Advantage Service does NOT stop, 
check the network to make sure ALL users 
are out of Medisoft and Office Hours.  Also 
check to see if the Auto Backup service is 
running. 

A4.  Go back to the Control Panel, and select 
“Add or Remove Programs”. 
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A5.  Click on “Advantage Database Server”, 
and then click on “Remove”. 

 

This will uninstall the Advantage Database 
server. 

 

Close the Control Panel screen when the un-
install is complete. 

 

A6.  Browse to the location where you 
downloaded the Advantage install files.  
Double click on “adswin_x86_32.exe”. 
 
NOTE – the Advantage Database engine 
will ONLY be installed on the server.  It is 
not to be installed on other workstations. 

 

The following splash screen will appear.  
Click on “Run”. 
 
Select “Advantage Tools”. 

 

A7.  Click on “Unzip”. 
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A8. Select “Next”. 

 

A9.  Click on “I accept…” then click on 
“Next”. 
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A10.  Click on “Next”.  This will install the 
application in the default location, which we 
recommend. 

 

A11.  Click on “Install”. 
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A12.   

1. Enter the Serial Number from your 
Advantage “Certificate of 
Authenticity” card.  It begins with 
“5”. 
 

2. Enter the “Validation Code”. 
 

3. Click “Next”. 

A13.  Enter your Practice Name in the 
“Registered Owner” field, then click “Next”. 

 

You can put any name in the “Registered 
Owner” field and it will not affect the 
operation of Advantage. 
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A14.   Leave the “Default on Machine” as 
the selected choice.  Click on “Next”. 

 

A15.  Leave the default “USA” setting and 
click on “Next”. 
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A16.  After the install is complete, the 
Advantage service should launch on its own.  
It will auto start each time the server is 
rebooted or started. 

 

Note:  If the person performing the install 
does not have administrative privileges, a 
Service Installation Error is displayed at the 
end of the installation process: The service 
cannot be started.  When you click [OK], an 
SCM or Registry error message is displayed.  
Click [OK] and you are returned to the splash 
screen.  Only an administrator can start the 
service.   

 

 

The Advantage install is now Complete.  

Before Installing your NEW Medisoft 
Software, We Strongly Recommend You 
Un-install your existing Medisoft version. 

 

Follow the Procedures Outlined Below. 
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For previous Medisoft users, we recommend 
un-installing your previous version of 
Medisoft through the Control Panel, Add Or 
Remove Programs (As detailed in A4 and A5 
above). 

1.  Left click on the   button in 
the lower left corner of your screen.  Select 
“Control Panel”. 
 
Remove Medisoft Programs in the following 
order: 
Office Hours Professional (if installed) 

Final Draft (if installed) 

Medisoft 

 

You will install in the FOLLOWING order: 

Medisoft  

Office Hours Professional 

 

NOTE – Final Draft is now incorporated into 
the Medisoft install.  Final Draft is no longer 
a separate install. 

 

2.  Select “Add or Remove Programs”. 
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3.  Remove Medisoft Programs in the 
following order: 
Office Hours Professional (if installed) 

Final Draft (if installed), Medisoft ,and Focus 
Reports (if installed). 

 

Select the program you wish to un-install, 
and then click on “Change/Remove”. 

 

Repeat for Medisoft, Final Draft, etc.  

 

Be sure to un-install Focus Reports in this 
step if you have Focus Reports installed.  

 

Note that un-installing your Medisoft 
software does NOT affect your data.  The 
data is stored in another directory by default.  
If you are not sure where your data is stored, 
we recommend you perform a backup prior 
to un-installing. 

 

 

 

You are now ready to install Medisoft 
Version 17. 

 

You will install in the following order: 

- Medisoft 
- Office Hours Pro (If purchased) 
- Medisoft Reports Professional (If 

Purchased) 
 

1.  Browse to the folder where you 
downloaded the installation files, and then 
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double click on the file labeled 
“PAWebInstall_V17GA”.  This is the install 
program for Medisoft Patient Accounting. 

 

Click on “Run” on the Security Warning 
Screen. 

 

Click on “Setup”. 

 

Install files will “Self-Extract”.  This may 
take several minutes. 

 

 

 

2.  Click on “Next”. 
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3.  This screen is the End User License 
Agreement.  Review the license agreement 
first, select “I accept the agreement”, and 
then click on “Next”. 
 
NOTE – If you choose “I do not accept the 
agreement”, the installation program will 
terminate and V17 will not install. 

 

4. This screen is the Subscription agreement 
for Medisoft Revenue Manager Direct or 
Advance, which installs automatically with 
V17.  This Subscription Agreement does not 
apply unless you have signed up for 
RelayHealth claims processing. You must 
select “I accept the agreement” to complete 
the installation process. 
 
  

NOTE REGARDING SUBCSRIPTION 
AGREEMENT: 

 

If you are using RelayHealth to process 
claims, there is no annual Subscription fee. 
 
If you are using Revenue Manager Direct 
or have purchased Revenue Manager 
Direct, there is an annual recurring fee to 
keep the Direct module activated. 
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5.  Select the Version of Medisoft you have 
purchased. 

 

Serial numbers starting with  

1010 = Patient Accounting  

1111 = Advance Patient Accounting 

1818 = Network Professional 

 

  

 

 

6. Click on “Next”.  

7. We recommend you select the “Express 
Install” option.  If you select “Custom 
Install” you will need to point the installation 
program to the directory where Medisoft 
Version 17 is installed.   

 

Note – By default Medisoft V17 is installed 
in C:\Program Files\Medisoft. 

 

NOTE – If “Install Communication 
Manager” is checked, uncheck “Install 
Communication Manager”.  This is for 
users with Medisoft Clinical Electronic 
Medical Records. 
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8.  Click on “Next” to start the install 
process. 

 

9.  Once the install is complete, click on 
“Finish” to complete the process. 
 
You can now install Office Hours 
Professional.  As stated, you will not need a 
serial number to register Office Hours 
Professional. If you have never used Office 
Hours Pro, we suggest installing and using it 
now. 
 
  

10.  Browse to the folder where you 
downloaded the installation file for Office 
Hours Professional. 

 

Double click on the file called 
“OHWebInstal_v17GA.exe”. 

 

Click on “Run” on the Security Warning 
screen. 
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Click on “Setup” on the Self-Extractor. 

 

Install files will “Self-Extract”.  This may 
take several minutes. 

 

11. Click on “Next”. 

12.  This screen is the End User License 
Agreement.  Review the license agreement 
first, select “I accept the agreement”, and 
then click on “Next”. 
 
NOTE – If you choose “I do not accept the 
agreement”, the installation program will 
terminate and V17 will not install. 
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13. Select the version of Office Hours Pro: 
 
2121 = Office Hours Pro Single User 

2828 = Office Hours Pro Network 

 

On the next screen you will need to accept 
the End User License Agreement in order to 
proceed with the install. 

 
 

14.  The default directory for Medisoft and 
Office Hours Professional is C:\Program 
Files\Medisoft.  The installation program 
should pick up the directory you install 
Medisoft Patient Accounting into.  Confirm 
the directory, and then click on “Next”. 

 

15. Click on “Next”. 
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17. When the install is complete, uncheck the 
“Launch Office Hours Professional”, and 
then click on “Finish”. 

 

17.  If you had Focus Reports prior to 
upgrading to V15-17, you will now need to 
install Medisoft Reports Professional.  You 
know you had Focus Reports if you have a 
separate install disk in your shipment titled 
“Medisoft Reports Professional”. 
 
Insert this CD into your CD drive. 

 

If you did not purchase Medisoft Reports 
Professional, skip to step 23, page 18. 

 

18.  Click on “Next”. 
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19.  Click on “I Accept” the End User 
License Agreement to proceed to installation. 

20.  For most users, you will install the 
“Report Client”.  Click on “Report Client” 
and click “Next”. 
 
 

21.  Click “Next”. 
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22.  Click on “Finish” to complete the install. 

You are now ready to open Medisoft and 
allow the program to upgrade your 
Medisoft data to Version 17. 

 

23.  Open Medisoft.  Note that the icon has 
changed from all previous versions - 

 

 

Once Medisoft opens, you will see the 
conversion window open.  Note that 
Medisoft automatically backs up your data 
prior to the upgrade. 
 
The upgrade process will then proceed.  Do 
NOT interrupt this process.  If you do, you 
will have to restore your backed up data and 
start over. 

 
Depending on the size of your data, this 
process can take up to several hours. 
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If you have multiple data sets, each one 
will have to be converted. 
 

24.  Once the conversion has completed, you 
will see the Conversion Complete box.   
 
Note: If the first sentence states “Conversion 
did not complete successfully,” you will need 
to call Medical Data Solutions for assistance.
 
 

 

The following will occur IF you had Focus 
Reports installed. 
 
If you did not have Focus Reports, skip to 
step 30. 
 
 

 

25.  Click on “Convert Data”. 
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27.  Click on “OK” after making sure no 
other users are in Medisoft or Office Hours 
Pro. 

 

28.  Click on “OK” once the Focus Reports 
database is updated to V17 format. 

 

29.  Once the data is converted and you have 
clicked on “OK” in the above step, you will 
be brought back to this screen.  Click on 
“Close” to complete the process. 
 
If you have multiple datasets, each time you 
convert the data, you will be asked to update 
the Focus Reports database.  Once the update 
process has completed once, you can skip the 
process on subsequent databases. 

 

30.  Once the upgrade is complete the data 
will open as before.   

NOTES: 
- If you have multiple data sets, you 

will need to open each dataset and 
repeat the upgrade process as 
outlined above. 
 

- If you have custom grid settings in 
place, the install replaces the grid 
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settings with the default grids.  You 
will need to set up your custom 
grids again. 
 

- Be sure to repeat the install process 
on ALL computers that have 
Medisoft or Office Hours 
Professional loaded on them. 

 

 

 

IF upgrading from Medisoft versions older than Version 12, following the conversion upgrade 
process, open Medisoft and go to the “Reports Menu”. Select “Analysis Reports”, and then select 
“Practice Analysis”.  The report filters are very different from what you are familiar with in 
earlier versions of Medisoft.  The following report filter opens: 
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Leave the default selections exactly as above, place NO other filters into the report, and then 
click on “OK”.  Print the last page of the report and compare to the report printed PRIOR to 
upgrade.  If there are differences in the totals, you will need to contact Medical Data Solutions 
for assistance.  This is an indication that either data has been deleted from Medisoft or there is 
corruption in the data files.   

 

There will be a charge for this service as it indicates issues created at the end user level. 

 

New Flexible Grids for Claim Generation 

Medisoft 17 introduces new user interface windows to better address different insurance filing 
requirements. These new flexible grids allow you to easily configure your setup to address 
various insurance requirements when generating both print and electronic claims.  

Review pages 23 – 29 completely before editing the converted data in the flexible grids.  If you 
are unsure on how to proceed with editing the converted data, you may want to call Medical Data 
Solutions for assistance.  Normal support rates will apply, but we will be able to get you 
configured quickly. 

New Flexible Grids at a Glance 

 

• Pin Matrix in Insurance/Provider windows is gone.  Replaced with New Flexible Grids. 
• New Flexible Grids are in Providers, Practice, Referring, and Facility. 
• New Facility List. 
• All Claim generations start with Provider ID grid. 
• Create just one generic grid and then one for each individual insurance company if 

needed. 
• Edi Receivers no longer determine group or individual submissions.  
• Practice window holds group NPI, no longer in provider class 
• Taxonomy utility is gone. 
• Converted practices will require changes to grids. 
• Converted custom CMS formats will require adjustments. 
 

The New Flexible Grids replace the previous versions Default Pins, Default Group IDs and Pin 
Matrix fields.  New Flexible Grids are in Providers, Practice, Referring Provider, and Facility. 
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In most cases, you are better off deleting the converted rules for Providers, Practice, and 
Referring Providers and adding a rule that applies to all entities you are editing.  The program at 
conversion looks at the active provider list and then generates a rule for EACH insurance carrier 
in the insurance carrier list.  In most practices, a single rule for all providers is all that is needed. 

 

To remove ALL rules and start fresh with a general rule and added rules for exceptions, do the 
following: 

a. Open the list you wish to edit (in this sample the Provider List). 
b. Click on the “Provider IDs” tab 

 
 

c. To delete ALL rules, hold your “Ctrl” button down. While holding the “Ctrl” button 
down, depress the “delete” key on your keyboard. 
 

d. You will get the message below.  Click on “Yes’ to delete all rows.  

 
 

e. Now you can add rules as outlined below. 
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You can delete all rows using the same method in all flex grids. 
 

 

Provider ID Grids 

If you are a solo provider (file claims as an individual) you can enter your NPI information on 
the Practice IDs grid. In this case, you would select the From Practice button on the Providers 
IDs grid instead of selecting the National Provider ID button and entering an NPI number. 

If you are a solo provider with different billing information and pay to information (the Pay 
To tab is complete), you can enter your NPI information on the Provider IDs grid. In this case, 
you would select the National Provider ID button on the Providers IDs grid and enter your NPI 
number. Entering the NPI number on the practice level is required in this case to pull your NPI 
number in Loop 2010AB. If you left it only on the practice level, the NPI number would not pull 
for this loop.  

If you are a group practice, then you will complete at least one grid entry on the Practice IDs 
grid for the practice. You will also create at least one grid entry on the Provider IDs grid for each 
provider.  If you have a provider that in some instances bills using his/her own NPI number for a 
specific insurance carrier, you can create an extra grid entry for this provider, in which you 
specify the insurance company and select to pull the provider's NPI number from the Provider 
IDs grid. 

If you are a provider that has insurance carriers that require mixed NPI numbers (some 
require individual while some require a group) you would enter your group NPI number on 
the Practice IDs grid. You would then create an entry on the Provider IDs grid in which you 
would enter your individual NPI number and apply it to all insurance carriers.  For those carriers 
that require the group NPI you would create at least one other separate entry on the Providers 
IDs grid (you might need more depending on other issues such as legacy numbers, taxonomy, 
etc.) for that carrier or that insurance class in which you select the From Practice button instead 
of selecting the National Provider ID button and entering an NPI number.  
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Practice ID Grids 

If you are a solo provider, you can use two different methods to set up your practice. 

For instance, you can enter key elements like NPI, taxonomy, and tax ID/social security number, 
on the Practice level or in the Practice IDs grid. Then you would need to create at least one 
record (you can create more if you have different requirements from various insurance carriers) 
on the Provider IDs grid in which you select the “From Practice” button for these data elements. 
Selecting “From Practice” will pull these values for claims from the Practice IDs grid. 

Or, when setting up your practice (assuming you do not need to send taxonomy in Loop 2000A), 
you could select None for NPI, taxonomy, tax ID/social security number on the Practice IDs grid  
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and enter a minimal amount of information (you still need at least one record). You would then 
create at least one record on the Provider IDs grid in which you specify your NPI, taxonomy, tax 
ID/social security number. 

If you are a group practice, then you will complete at least one grid entry on the Practice IDs 
grid for the practice. You will also create at least one grid entry on the Provider IDs grid for each 
provider.  If you have a provider that in some instances bills using his/her own NPI number for a 
specific insurance carrier, you can create an extra grid entry for this provider in which you 
specify the insurance company and select to pull the provider's NPI number from the Provider 
IDs grid. 

 

 

 

Different billing address and a Pay To address  

If you are a billing service or have a different billing address from the Pay To address, you will 
need to complete the Practice Pay To tab in the Practice Information window. The Pay To 
address is populated in Loop 2010AB from information entered on this tab. Fields on this tab are 
used in reports and for sending electronic claims (designed through the Custom Report writer). 

Bill Flash Users  

If you use Bill Flash for electronic statement generation, you will need to complete the Statement 
Pay To tab in the Practice Information window. Data included in a Bill Flash report is pulled 
from this location. 
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Referring Provider ID Grids 

If you use referring providers in your practice to submit claims, you will need to create a record 
for each referring physician. In this record, you can link the referring provider to a particular 
insurance carrier/class if needed and include other billing details such as the referring provider's 
NPI, taxonomy, and other legacy IDs. 

 

Facility 

If you require a facility to be on your claim, you will need to create a record for it. There are two 
components to the record: contact/demographic data entered on the Address tab and billing-
specific information entered on the Facility IDs tab.  

If you have a NPI number for your facility and need to send facility billing information in Loop 
2310D or pull data for box 32 of the CMS 1500 form, you can specify the type of facility and 
qualifier (77- service location, FA - Facility, LI - Independent Lab, or TL - Testing Laboratory) 
and this information is included on the claim by selecting the Send Facility on Claim check 
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box. 
 
 

NOTE – The conversion process does NOT carry the NPI number over from your earlier 
version of Medisoft.  You will need to add the facility NPI number following conversion.   

 

Taxonomy 

Need Taxonomy in 2000A only 

This setting is used if you file claims as an individual. Make sure that the Send Practice 
Taxonomy in Loop 2000A box on the Insurance Carrier window, EDI/Eligibility tab is 
checked for each insurance carrier that requires taxonomy in 2000A.  On the Practice 
Information, Practice IDs grid, create/edit at least one record that includes all insurance 
carriers, the specific insurance carrier or the insurance class along with selecting the Taxonomy 
button and entering a taxonomy number. On the Provider window, Provider IDs tab, create/edit 
at least one record that includes all the insurance carriers, the specific insurance carrier, or the 
insurance class along with selecting the From Practice button on the taxonomy line. 
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Need Taxonomy in 2310B only 

This setting is used if you file claims as group. Make sure that the Send Practice Taxonomy in 
Loop 2000A box on the Insurance Carrier window, EDI/Eligibility tab is not selected for each 
insurance carrier that does not require taxonomy in 2000A.  On the Practice Information, 
Practice IDs grid, create/edit at least one record that includes all insurance carriers, the specific 
insurance carrier, or the insurance class along with selecting the Taxonomy button and entering 
a taxonomy number. On the Provider window, Provider IDs tab, create/edit at least one record 
that includes all the insurance carriers, the specific insurance carrier, or the insurance class along 
with selecting the From Practice button on the taxonomy line. 

Need Taxonomy in both 2000A and 2310B 

This setting is used if you file claims as a group. Make sure that the Send Practice Taxonomy 
in Loop 2000A box on the Insurance Carrier window, EDI/Eligibility tab is selected for each 
insurance carrier that requires taxonomy in 2000A.  On the Practice Information, Practice IDs 
grid, create/edit at least one record that includes all insurance carriers, the specific insurance 
carrier or the insurance class along with selecting the Taxonomy button and entering a taxonomy 
number. On the Provider window, Provider IDs tab, create/edit at least one record that includes 
all the insurance carriers, the specific insurance carrier, or the insurance class along with 
selecting the Taxonomy button on the taxonomy line and entering the taxonomy number. 

Need Mixed Taxonomy in both 2000A and 2310B 

This setting is used if you file claims as a group and the carrier requires the group taxonomy and 
the provider's taxonomy number. Make sure that the Send Practice Taxonomy in Loop 2000A 
box on the Insurance Carrier window, EDI/Eligibility tab is selected for each insurance carrier 
that requires taxonomy in 2000A.  On the Practice Information, Practice IDs grid, create/edit 
at least one record that includes all insurance carriers, the specific insurance carrier or the 
insurance class along with selecting the Taxonomy button and entering the group taxonomy 
number. On the Provider window, Provider IDs tab, create/edit at least one record that includes 
all the insurance carriers, the specific insurance carrier, or the insurance class along with 
selecting the Taxonomy button on the taxonomy line and entering the provider’s taxonomy 
number. 

If you used the Taxonomy utility in Medisoft 15, you will need to enter these settings 
depending on how you set up your practice and submit taxonomy numbers. These settings 
were not converted . 
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Conversion from previous versions 

The conversion process for Medisoft 17 provider/practice setup converts this data to a grid entry 
in Medisoft 17. It does not delete information while creating grid entries that might still be 
needed, such as legacy information (Blue Cross provider numbers, Medicare provider numbers, 
etc.). Before filing claims, you will need to finalize your grid entries making sure to remove 
unnecessary data such as out-of-date legacy numbers. 

It is strongly suggested that you view all old legacy numbers, NPIs, Taxonomy numbers, etc, 
delete the converted grids, create just one generic grid, and then each individual insurance 
company if needed. 

CMS 1500 Paper Claims 

As mentioned earlier, Medisoft Version 17 will be populated with new CMS1500 claim forms 
that have the updated flexible grid fields accounted for.  Your existing CMS1500 forms that you 
used PRIOR to your upgrade to Medisoft V17 will not work, as the fields in those forms do not 
update with the conversion. 

 You have two options to get the CMS1500 report forms ready for use in V17: 

1.  Take the new CMS1500 forms in Medisoft V17 and align them for your printer.  This 
way you know you have the correct data fields in the forms.  If you use this option, you 
will need to review to ensure you take into account any customization you have done 
over the years. 
 

2. If you have customized your currently used CMS1500 forms, and you are unsure as to 
what has been customized, you may elect to update the existing CMS1500 report forms.  
You will need to update the data fields to point to the new fields found in the flexible 
grids. 

 

Medical Data Solutions strongly suggests Option 1, as you should be able to adjust the forms 
using the procedures outlined below.   

If you choose Option 2 because you have customized your forms over the years, we suggest 
calling Medical Data Solutions for assistance.  The process to update these fields are too 
difficult to document, and most users would have problems doing so on their own. 
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Option 1 Procedure 
 
1.  To access the report designer, select “Reports” in Medisoft and then select “Design Custom 
Reports and Bills”. 

 

 

 

2.  The Medisoft Report Designer will open.  The quickest way to access the new CMS 1500 

forms is to select the  “Open Reports” icon in the upper left part of the screen. 

Next select “Insurance Form” in the “Show Report Style” box. 
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This will filter all forms with the exception of Insurance Claim Forms.  You can now select the 
form you wish to modify for your printers. 

 

There are a couple of pointers to consider when deciding on which claim forms you want to 
modify. 

- The first 5 CMS 1500 forms generally align well with laser jet printers. 
 

- The CMS 1500 HP DJ forms generally align well with ink jet printers. 
 

- Keep track of the changes that you have to make with the first form you modify.  If you 
do, you can apply those same changes to the other forms, which will help you quickly 
work through subsequent forms. 
 

- Generally, most forms when tested will have ALL of the fields too high or low, too far 
left or right, or both (form offset high, low, left, right).  You can quickly determine what 
offset you need by looking at your current HCFA forms.  If you check the properties on 
your existing forms, you can very quickly zero in on what you need to adjust the form. 
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The Report Properties can be found in the Report Designer, File Menu, Report 
Properties.  Check the Form Offset on your current HCFA forms. Chances are very 

good that if you apply the same offset to the new forms, you will be able to align them 
quicker.   

- When exiting a form that you are going to modify, the program forces you to save that 
form.  If you place a _(space) in front of the name you give the form, the form will show 
up at the top of your form pick list when printing HCFA forms. 
 
For instance, name the new CMS1500 Medicare Century Primary form “_(space)CMS 
Medicare Primary” 

 

- You will need to modify CMS 1500 claim forms for Medicare Primary, Medicare 
Secondary, commercial primary and commercial secondary. 

 

The next 3 pages are a reprint from a Medisoft knowledge base article on how to modify 
claim forms.   
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My HCFA form is printing out of alignment. 

 

 

This information is commonly distributed to MediSoft for Windows users who have 
trouble aligning insurance claim forms on their printer. 
 
This report will refer to various bands that include groups of fields on a HCFA form.  The 
definition of these bands is as follows: 

 

Claim Header Band:  Includes all information from the top of the HCFA form down to box 21 
and 23. 

Transaction Header Band:  Not Used 

Transaction Detail Band:  Includes all fields in box 24 

Claim Footer Band:  Includes everything below the last line of box 24. 

Step-by-step claim form alignment troubleshooting 

Determine if the whole form is out of alignment (up, down, right, or left). If so, open the 
insurance form in MediSoft’s Report Designer, then click File + Report Properties on the Report 
Designer’s menu. Go to the General tab and the Form offset field. 
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Effect of form offset field entries 
 
- If you put a positive number in the left offset, the whole form will move to the right 
 
- If you put a negative number in the left offset, the whole form will move to the left 
 
- If you put a positive number in the top offset, the whole form will move down  
 
- If you put a negative number in the top offset, the whole form will move up  
 
When the form offset is correct 
 
Once the form offset setting is correct, alignment may be improved, if necessary, by increasing 
or decreasing the size of the bands. Each band contains a different set of information. Band one 
(blue header band) on the standard HCFA-1500 insurance claim form format contains all the 
information from the insurance company area at the top of the form through box 23. Band two is  
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not used. Band three (detail, just above the green band) contains the transaction lines in box 24. 
Band four (green footer band) contains the information for boxes 25 through 33.  
 

 

Guidelines for changing band size 
 
The prime directive of changing band height is DO NOT change the height of the Transaction 
Detail Band. Increasing the height of the Claim Header Band moves all other bands down the 
page. Decreasing the height of the Claim Header Band moves all the other bands up.  

NOTE – Be VERY careful about changing band heights in an attempt to align a HCFA 
form on your printer.  You should NOT have to change a band height to align a HCFA 
form. 

On the standard HCFA-1500 format, the Transaction Header Band is not used.  
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Increasing the height of the Claim Footer Band moves The Claim Footer Band up. Decreasing 
the height of the Claim Footer Band moves the Claim Footer Band down. This is because the 
size of the Claim Footer Band is measured from the bottom of the page, rather than from the top 
of the page like the previous three bands. 

Be careful when changing the height of any band so that you don’t cover up any of the data 
fields. The key to this process is trial and error. If you change the size of a band and its fields 
move too high, try decreasing the size of the band or increasing the size by a smaller number. 
When aligning a form to your printer, plan on using quite a number of forms. It is also effective 
to print on plain paper and put your form on top for viewing, but this method is not as accurate. 
 
If band sizing doesn’t work 
 
If there are still fields out of alignment, the next step is to individually move the misaligned 
fields. Select the field that is out of alignment by clicking on the field once with your mouse. 
Next, place the mouse pointer on the selected field, then click and hold the mouse button down, 
dragging (moving) the mouse to the right or left, up or down. For finer movement, select the 
field that is out of alignment by clicking the field once, then use the arrow keys on the keyboard 
to move it right, left, up, or down. Each press of an arrow key moves the selected field 1/72 of an 
inch. Again, the key to this process is trial and error. Continue to change the settings and reprint 
the form until the alignment is satisfactory. 
 
A shortcut for test printing 
 
You do not have to leave the Report Designer to print or display a sample claim. Just make sure 
that you have a printable claim in Claim Management. Click on Activities and Claim 
Management on the NDCMedisoft menu in order to display the Claim Management window.  

Select a claim that has a status of "ready to send." Note the claim number and batch number. In 
the Report Designer when printing a test claim, use the claim and batch numbers you read in the 
Claim Management window to select a sample claim. 
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ENS Electronic Claims 

 

The program file that generates electronic claims for ENS was completely rewritten to handle the 
new flexible grids.  This could cause a problem with claims to ENS as they map the field 
locations with a format file.  If the positions of the fields change due to this program update, your 
claims could error out. 

 You will know you have a problem when you send your first batch of claims to ENS and the 
entire batch errors out.  If this happens, “resend” that batch to “ENS Customer Service” via the 
ENS web program.  You will then need to create a “support ticket” via the customer service 
function on the ENS web site.  Or you could call Customer Service and let them know you have 
updated Medisoft to Version 17 and now all your claims error out.  Inform them that you have 
sent a test batch of claims to “Customer Service”.  They will pull that file and remap your fields.  
This should solve any issue with the entire batch with errors. 

Changes in Medisoft Version 17 

New Features 
For additional information on all the new features found in Medisoft Version 17, click on the 
Medisoft Help Icon. 

 

The opening screen in the Medisoft Help file contains information on all new features found in 
V17. 
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BillFlash Users 

Medisoft Advanced and Network Professional programs only. 

Statements sent to patients electronically through Medisoft will now use BillFlash. You can 
enroll within Medisoft now, as well as upload your statement files directly from Medisoft 
automatically. You can view and approve the uploads to BillfFlash by clicking links from within 
Medisoft, and BillFlash will print and mail your statements to your patients. For more 
information on BillFlash and to and learn how to enroll, go to BillFlash .  

Within Medisoft, you can control several aspects of what prints on your statements, including 
which credit cards you accept, service messages you want to print, account summaries and aging, 
and up to six messages you want to appear on statements. For more information, go to Program 
Options - BillFlash tab .  

 

 

Options on the Activities, Bill Flash menu allow you to enroll with BillFlash, view and approve 
statements that have uploaded to BillFlash, see your account settings at BillFlash, and view 
reports, such as the Disposition report. Each one of these menu options will open a different page 
at the BillFlash website.  
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Several windows in Medisoft have quick access to the eView page of the BillFlash website, via a 
new View eStatements button. In addition, when a patient is selected and Ctrl + F7 is clicked, 
the eView page will open for any statements associated with the guarantor for the case. If there is 
no specific case involved, it will display the guarantor for the case default as specified in 
Program Options, Data Entry. These windows are: 

• Patient List 
 

 

• New/Edit Case 
• Quick Ledger 
• Guarantor Ledger 
• Apply Payments (through Transaction Entry) 
• Collection List/Tickler 
• Edit Statements 
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• Deposit List 
• Apply Payments 
• Transaction Entry (note that Calculate Totals has been moved.) 

       


